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THE SATELLITE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION'S MENTALLY NEWSLETTER
Featuring the latest Association and Member News and Industry Events

In this Month's Issue

SIA NEWS - The Latest Association News
SIA POLICY NEWS - FCC Filings for August
SIA EVENT NEWS - Virtual Webinars plus SIA Speaking Events
TRENDS COLUMN FOR AUG - Updates on Space Agency and Satellite Industry COVID Response
SIA ORGANIZES VIRTUAL MEMBER-ONLY ROUNDTABLE WITH U.S. SPACE FORCE
SIA FILES COMMENTS WITH FCC REGARDING ACCESS TO 70/80/90 GHZ SATELLITE SPECTRUM BANDS
SIA URGES FCC TO SAFEGUARD INFORMATION AND PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF DATA IN NETWORK OUTAGE REPORTS
SIA OFFICIAL PARTNER FOR UNITED NATIONS DECLARED WORLD SPACE WEEK 2020

TRENDS - NASA and Global Space Agencies Harness the Power of Satellites to Document Impact of Pandemic

For more details regarding how NASA is utilizing satellites during the pandemic, please visit the Satellites and COVID-19 web page

SIA Member News Headlines

INTELSAT, PLANET AND SPACEX ANNOUNCE SUCCESSFUL AUGUST SATELLITE LAUNCHES

On Aug 15th, Intelsat announced the successful launch of its Galaxy 30 GEO communications satellite as well as the on-orbit servicing satellite MEV-02. Both satellites were launched on board an Ariane 5 launch vehicle from French Guiana. On Aug 18th, Planet announced the successful launch of its SkySat 19, 20 and 21 imaging satellites. SpaceX also announced the successful launch of 58 Starlink broadband LEO satellites. Both companies’ satellites were launched on board a single Falcon 9 launch vehicle from Cape Canaveral, FL. For further information on the launch of these satellites, please click on the SIA Member News page.

For a complete recap of the past month’s SIA News and filings, please visit the SIA News Page.

Trends

NASA and Global Space Agencies Harness the Power of Satellites to Document Impact of Pandemic

This month’s Trends feature continues to focus on the role that satellite imagery and other space-based technologies are playing in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. In the first installment, we presented the data from NASA’s Earth Observing System Data and Information System (EOSDIS) and how the agency is using its suite of Earth-observing satellites to provide critical assistance to public health and safety, and governmental organizations at the national and state levels.

For more details regarding how NASA is utilizing satellites during the pandemic, please visit the Satellites and COVID-19 web page.

SIA ORGANIZES VIRTUAL MEMBER-ONLY ROUNDTABLE WITH U.S. SPACE FORCE
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SIA FILES COMMENTS WITH FCC REGARDING ACCESS TO 70/80/90 GHZ SATELLITE SPECTRUM BANDS

SIA URGES FCC TO SAFEGUARD INFORMATION AND PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF DATA IN NETWORK OUTAGE REPORTS

SIA OFFICIAL PARTNER FOR UNITED NATIONS DECLARED WORLD SPACE WEEK 2020 CELEBRATING THE VITAL ROLE OF SATELLITES ON SOCIETY

For more details on these and other stories, visit the SIA Member News Page.

SIA Organized/Speaker Events and Industry Calendar

UPCOMING SIA ORGANIZED, PARTNER AND VIRTUAL SPEAKER EVENTS

1. North American Space Summit NASS 2020 - Traverse City, MI - Aug 31st-Sept 2nd
2. TeleBrasil 2020 Streaming Conference (Virtual) - Sept 8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th
3. World Space Week - Celebrating the Role of Satellites - October 4th-10th
4. Satellite Innovation 2020 (Virtual) - Oct 6th-8th
5. 9th Americas Spectrum Management Conference (Virtual) - Oct 9th-16th
6. DoD Commercial SATCOM Workshop - Hyatt Regency Crystal City, Arlington VA - Dec 15th-17th

For an updated list of all the scheduled, rescheduled and postponed Association and satellite industry events, please click on the Industry Calendar.
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